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Nives Widauer: Villa Nix features a retrospective of Nives Widauers oeuvre of three decades. The book
documents the the Vienna-based Swiss artist's two-part exhibition at Centre Culturel Suisse in Paris and at
Kunstmuseum Olten in summer and autumn 2020. The Paris show, titled Antichambre, was a prelude and
subsequently integrated entirely into the larger presentation Villa Nix at Kunstmuseum Olten, the latter's

architecture allowing the actual experience of seven different rooms at Widauer's imaginary house.As the title
suggests, Widauer created for her art a home that is accessible for visitors, who can delve into and explore her
imaginary mental spaces and her physical installations and works. Both the villa's and the artist's names are

variations of the latin term for snow.

flugs Eine Videoarbeit von Nives Widauer zum Thema Traum 1992.Mit Nikola Weisse Nicola Bischoff Sarah
Derendinger Ursula Andermatt Julia Reichert Pasc. June 6 Aug. Buy art at exclusive members only pricing at
the leading online contemporary. Zwischen März und Mai 2019 zeigt WK Wienerroither Kohlbacher eine

Ausstellung der schweizer Künstlerin Nives Widauer.

Nives

Nives Widauer do I dream or am I alive exhibition Kunsthaus Baselland Muttenz 19 September 13 November
2011 Villa Nix Selected Coauthors . Sie lebt in . Swiss artist and photographer. Nives Widauer born in 1965
in Basel Switzerland is a visual artist based in Vienna. Explore releases from Nives Widauer at Discogs. Find
an indepth biography exhibitions original artworks for sale the latest news and sold auction prices. The Paris
show Antichambre was a prelude to and incorporated within the larger exhibition Villa Nix at Kunstmuseum

Olten which invited viewers to experience seven. While the musicians rehearse on the stage their cases
clothes bags and shoes. Nives Widauer Do I Dream or am I Alive? English and German Edition on

Amazon.com. Nives Widauer. Running on Cargo.
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